
FURA Development

Assistance Program

PROPOSED



PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT 
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Requesting direction from the FURA Board on the 

establishment of a FURA Development Assistance Program. 

This would provide the opportunity for property and/or 

business owners to apply for grant funding to make 

improvements to industrial and commercial properties within 

the FURA District.



CURRENT PROGRAMS

Predevelopment 
Services Grant

• Predevelopment funds are available to assist 

developers and owners of industrial and 

commercial property with assessing the 

feasibility of potential development projects in 

the District.

• Grants are paid out on a reimbursement basis 

to fund up to 40% of total eligible 

predevelopment costs up to the maximum 

award amount.

Preservation & 
Rehabilitation Program

• Façade improvement projects are typically 

smaller in nature and require a one-to-one 

minimum match from the property/business 

owner.

• In 2010 and 2011, FURA’s Façade 

Improvement Program provided matching 

grant funding for 39 improvement projects.

• Funding was included in the current biennium 

and is in the work plan for implementation. 



Assistance with 
Shovel-Ready Projects

Larger Projects than Façade 
Improvement Program

Meet Goals & Priorities 
of the Agency

WHAT PROJECTS 
WOULD QUALIFY?



2019-2021BIENNIUM BUDGET 

The FURA Biennium Budget for 2019-2021 included a $200,000 allocation for development opportunities 

and $60,000 for predevelopment grants as part of the General Fund. 

Note: Funding for the ReVision Florence Streetscape Project elements are not included in these funds. 

The current construction, items to be purchased outside of the current contract, and the gateway 

monuments have been accounted for in a separate line item. 

Predevelopment 

Grant Program

$60,000

Development 

Opportunities

$200,000
Available 

Funding for 

Programs:

$260,000



NEXT STEPS

Program 

Eligibility 

Guidelines

Program 

Application 

Process

Required  

Private Match 

Ratio

FURA Review   

& Approval 

Process

Disbursement & 

Documentation 

Process

Updated FURA Financials & Available Funding

Development Assistance Program

Predevelopment Assistance Program

Preservation and Rehabilitation Program

If the FURA Board would like staff to provide a recommendation on the creation of a Development 

Assistance Program, we will bring back the following information at the February FURA Board meeting.



DISCUSSION ITEMS

Does the FURA Board want 
to consider a Development 
Assistance Program?

Does the FURA Board have 
any suggestions for potential 
guidelines for a program?



Quince Street Marketing
January 22, 2020 

Florence Urban Renewal Agency Meeting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good Evening FURA Board members, Tonight we have our next steps toward marketing the Quince Street property for development. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tonight we are going to go over…A review of the development goals and objectives for the property that were discussed and approved at the November Urban Renewal meeting. Discuss the next steps for marketing the property including the process and draft timeline for the RFP (or request for expressions of interest), as well as hiring a recruitment professional. We will also talk briefly about the next steps for staging the property for sale and for city coordination, particularly in regards to the estuary trail. Then we will have the opportunity to move on to the decision points for you as a board including the…Process and draft timeline for the marketing efforts, and the Appointment of a selection advisory committee



Strategy & Goals
(From 11.20 FURA Meeting)

• Goal: Attract a 90+ room hotel (or other similar 
sized lodging facility), with opportunities for the 
following ancillary developments…

• Mixed use development

• Residential facilities

• Objectives:
• Increase property values & transient room tax revenue 

to support future housing / economic development 
projects

• Support the Florence Events Center to allow it to be 
more marketable to outside events

• Support the development of  the Siuslaw Estuary Trail

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just as a quick review, at the November urban renewal meeting, you discussed and approved as a board the goals and objectives of marketing the site for development – with the ultimate goal of the site to attract a 90+ room hotel (or other similarly sized lodging facility), with the opportunity for other ancillary developments such as mixed use commercial / residential and straight residential facilities.Ultimately, the agency’s goal for this property sale is not simply looking to make the most money on the property, but rather to find the best development for the site to help achieve our goals of economic development in the district. Our objectives for choosing a hotel as our focus for the site development include…The goal to increase property values and transient room tax revenue…With the intent to utilize this additional long term revenue to support future housing and economic development projects in the districtIn addition, the goal of a lodging facility will help support the Florence Events Center and allow it to be more marketable to outside events and conferences. You also indicated the agency’s goal that the development also support public uses of the property to the extent possible, in particular the development of the Siuslaw Estuary Trail. 



Marketing the Property

• Objective: Secure developer(s) with…
• Aligned goals for site and,
• With the skills to execute;
• Then, negotiate property sales

• Request for Expressions of  Interest (RFEI)
• RFEI is a method for Agency to seek developer submissions 
• Flexible process – determine entities interested in working with Agency

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, our goal is to secure a developer who has similar goals for the site and the skills to execute those goals. This means we are looking for a developer who is interested in utilizing the site for a hotel / lodging facility, or other ancillary use to that type of a development. Then we seek to negotiate the property sale with that developer based on our goals of increased revenue for the urban renewal district, and increased transient room tax revenue as well. To that end, after reviewing many different communities who have recently completed similar projects, we have determined that the best method to get this done is through a request for expressions of interest (RFEI). This would work similarly to a standard RFP, only that the agency would be seeking submissions from developers that are interested in the opportunity to work with the agency, rather than detailed proposals or architectural plans for the site. Ultimately, this works to have a very flexible process for the agency where the agency can determine the developers who are interested in working with us on the project and then work with them on a variety of possible deal structures to meet not only their needs to make the project viable, but also the agency’s goals for the site. 



RFEI Assistance

• Selection Advisory Committee
• Review RFEI document
• Review development submittals and 

prepare recommendation for Board

• Recruitment Professional
• Review RFEI document
• Market RFEI process / property

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to help review not only the Request for Expressions of interest document, but also review the development submittals, staff recommends FURA establish a Selection Advisory Committee of 3-4 members of the FURA Board. This could be made up of members of the current subcommittee, or could include new or different members. Essentially, the new name will clarify the role of the group to provide guidance to not only staff, but also the FURA board as a whole, now that the agency is moving forward with a marketing effort. In addition, staff is still working to hire a recruitment professional that can assist city staff with…Review and advice for the Request for expressions of interest document, process and timeline, but particularlyHelp staff market the potential development with firms who may be interested in developing at the siteWe have been in contact with several recruitment professionals and are currently working to establish quotes for their services. Given the amount of staff support for the project, we anticipate these services will be under the staff purchasing threshold. 



• Draft RFEI Internal Review 
(Selection Advisory Committee & Recruitment Professional) Week of  February 3rd

• RFEI Published & Marketed 
(Recruitment Professional Assists in Marketing)February 12th

• Submittal DeadlineApril 6th

• Submittal Review 
(Selection Advisory Committee Executive Session)

TBD (April 8th – 14th)

• FURA Executive Session & Action 
(Review Committee Recommendation)

April 22nd FURA Mtg

Draft Timeline & Process
(Subject to amendments)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So this is the overall draft timeline and process. I do want to note a bit of a disclaimer that this may change, particularly the dates, should we receive feedback from our development professional that it would be recommended, but we wanted to make sure you as an board were supportive of the overall process. Walk through the steps….Any thoughts / questions on this process and timeline before I move on from the marketing plan?



Other Considerations 

• Staging the Property
• Tree Thinning

• City Coordination
• Siuslaw Estuary Trail Project

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some other pieces of this development that staff have been working on include working with a tree thinning firm and the Florence Planning Department to determine costs and next steps for thinning the trees to maximize the viewshed of the property. I do want to strongly note, the goal of this tree thinning is not to bulldoze down all the trees and vegetation to have a view of the estuary, rather it would be to potentially…Thin the limbs of the trees to make sure that they are all healthy and appear vibrant, andTo thin some of the undergrowth to ensure that there is visibility not only to help show the beauty of the property, but also to ensure safety for the site. This process could include a vegetation clearing permit with the Florence Planning Department, so we are working with them and the arborist firm to determine next steps for that. We are anticipating having more of an update on that for the agency to review at your February meeting. _______For coordination with the City, we have been working with our engineering firm for the site to determine the best location for the estuary trail given the topography and high water line. It is our intention to have a strong understanding of the location of the trail when we work with the potential developer on their design so we can negotiate their site design in relation to the trail. 



FURA Decision Points

1. Approve the Process and Draft Timeline for 
Request for Expressions of  Interest 
• Dates may by amended subject to review by recruitment professional

2. Establishment of  Selection Advisory Committee to…
• Individually review RFEI document

• Provide preliminary review of  submittals and prepare recommendation to FURA Board  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You as a board have two decision points tonight, the first is to discuss and potentially approve the process and draft timeline for the request for expressions of interest. This is of course with the understanding that the dates may change depending on the feedback we receive from our development professional. The second is to consider establishing a selection advisory committee toIndividually review the request for expressions of interest document andTo provide a preliminary review of submittals and prepare a recommendation for the FURA board. 



Staff  Recommendation
Request for Expressions of  Interest Steps

Authorize Staff  to prepare and implement a Request for Expressions of  Interest 
(RFEI) process, in order to seek qualified developers of  the Quince Street property 
with the following action steps…

1. Hire Recruitment Professional (within staff  purchasing authority) to review RFEI and provide 
marketing assistance

2. Develop and actively market RFEI document for development submittals

3. Perform two step review of  submittals received via…
• Selection Advisory Committee, then

• Florence Urban Renewal Agency Board

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is staff’s recommendation for the first part of your decision points this evening, including …..



Staff  Recommendation
Selection Advisory Committee

Establish a Selection Advisory Committee of  3-4 members of  the 
Florence Urban Renewal Agency board to..

• Individually review RFEI document and provide staff  feedback,

• Provide preliminary review of  submittals received and prepare recommendation(s) 
for FURA board. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is staff’s recommendation for the selection advisory committee …. 



Questions?
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